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CAPE TOWN - The Consulate General of the Kingdom of the Netherlands presents its next #cocreateSA initiative:

#cocreate2ACCELERATE. #cocreate2ACCELERATE brings together five South African companies and five Dutch

innovators to tackle five different challenges. The program will take place from 10-21 August 2016 at Open Design

Festival. The Dutch Consulate General has also invited disruptive thinker Martijn Aslander who will be a keynote

speaker at SA Innovation Summit on 16 August 2016.

Dutch Consul-General, Bonnie Horbach explains, “South Africa and the Netherlands are both innovation hubs,

and the companies participating in #cocreate2ACCELERATE are some of the most innovative in their field. It is

important for us to support South African SMEs by creating mutually beneficial long term partnerships and

economic growth.”

The participants in the program include gaming development companies Sea Monster and RetroEpic; app builder

Polymorph; the app and innovation specialist &Innovation and mobile first agricultural technology business

GreenFingers Mobile. The team of Dutch innovators include disruptive thinker and public speaker Jan Henk

Bouman; digital nomad Esther Jacobs; global entrepreneur Kevin Weijers; gaming entrepreneur Anke Kuipers and

business strategist Jabbo Smulders.

The five challenges that will be addressed range from expanding a company using a flat organisation structure, to

taking a business overseas. The teams will collaborate extensively to co-create solutions to local business

challenges and establish international partnerships. New Dutch investors CM Telecom and T-Mobile’s innovation

lab T-Next have partnered with the #cocreateSA to share knowledge and experience among the participants.
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About cocreateSA

#cocreateSA is a platform for South African and Dutch counterparts to exchange ideas and innovations for a

sustainable future. It stimulates collaboration between South Africa and the Netherlands based on the belief that if

we work together, we can make a difference and co-create solutions for local challenges. #cocreateSA is an

initiative of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in South Africa, capturing the true essence of modern foreign

diplomacy: building relationships, putting the demand at the core of our discussions and focusing on long-term

commitments and partnerships.

About Open Design Festival

Open Design Cape Town Festival is a 12-day city-wide festival. It is one of the most dynamic and diverse design-

focused festivals on the Cape Town calendar. The festival is an interactive platform that attracts participants from

across diverse demographics and communities. Most of the Open Design 2016 events are free to enter, ensuring

that people from all walks of life can participate, taking design innovation to the people.

About Martijn Aslander

Martijn Aslander is a thought leader, public speaker and executive sparring partner. His unique ability to challenge

business leaders and help them to think outside of the box has landed him in boardrooms all over the world. As

an explorer of the information age, his insights into networking and new technology help leaders of global brands

future-proof their operations. By teaching them to think differently about sales and influence, Martijn helps

prepare businesses for the new economy. He is an international expert in value creation, marketing 2.0,

complementary economics, networking and life-hacking, with disruptive views on social and information capital.

He is also an internationally sought-after public speaker with a reputation for captivating, confusing, entertaining,

informing and inspiring audiences in The Netherlands, his home country, and abroad. For him, it’s not just about

effecting a paradigm shift; it’s about a better world.

SA Innovation Summit

The SA Innovation Summit is a platform for nurturing, developing and showcasing South African innovation. 2016

offers numerous opportunities for entrepreneurs, innovators, thought-leaders, policymakers, inventors

and investors to drive innovation in South Africa and inspire sustained economic growth. There are various lead-up

events from June until September, with the main event in September the highlight of the South African innovation

calendar.
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About T-Mobile

T-Mobile Netherlands B.V. provides wireless communication services. It offers multimedia messaging, voice mail,

internet access, and short messaging services. T-Mobile Netherlands B.V. was formerly known as Ben NL. The

company was founded in 1998 and based in The Hague, the Netherlands.

About CM Telecom

CM Telecom specializes in SMS, Push, Apps, Payments and Voice offering one platform. We power your mobile

interaction needs and put you in the heart of the mobile ecosystem.

As mobile continues to grow into the most important way to interact with consumers and enterprises, we have a

team focused on helping you succeed. We believe mobile isn’t just a tool; mobile has become an important

aspect simplifying crucial communications and transactions. Global brands and enterprises rely on our experience

as we make the setting up of mobile engagement and interactive solutions simple. We help put you one step

ahead.

For more information about #cocreateSA or #cocreate2accelerate, please contact Micheline Frantz at

micheline.frantz@cocreatesa.nl or call 078 417 2449. Follow us on Twitter and Facebook for regular updates.


